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SEARCHING AND YEARNING IN GRIEF 
BY ELEANOR HALEY www.whatsyourgrief.com 

 
I have a fuzzy memory of being a child at the grocery store with my mother. I was little, probably only about 
as tall as her waist. And young enough that separation in a public place like Wegmans made me uneasy. 
Mind you; this was Wegmans circa the early 80s, so not the mega maze-like place it is now. But still, I 
didn’t like being split up in any stranger-filled space. 
  
Anyway, at one point in our trip, I got separated from my mother. I probably wandered ahead one aisle, or 
maybe she had to double back for something. I wasn’t panicked, but I wanted to find her – fast. So, when 
I discovered her an aisle or two away, I hurried to her side and reached up to grab her hand, only to realize 
a second or two later – oh my god, this isn’t my mother! 
   
As an adult, I see kids make this mistake all the time, and each time, I smile and think it’s kind of cute and 
funny. But I also know, for that child, it’s probably distressing. To enter the safe radius of your parent or 
caregiver, and reach out for their warm hand, only to find yourself next to a complete stranger whose hand 
you would not like to hold. It’s a disorienting experience, to say the least. 
  
To understand how this relates to grief, I want to share a bit about a grief theory called the Four Phases of 
Grief. This theory was put forth by John Bowlby, known for his work on attachment in babies and children, 
and Colin Murray Parkes. We’re not concerned with the theory in its entirety today. If you’d like to learn 
more, you can check out our article on the Four Phases of Grief. Instead, I want to focus on what the 
theorists identified as the second phase of grief – the “yearning and searching” phase. 
  

Yearning and Searching 
 

In the yearning and searching phase of the Four Phases of Grief, the grieving person intellectually 
understands their loved one has died, but they continue to search for them. Remember, Bowlby saw 
relationships through the framework of attachments. So, one might say that in this phase, a person’s 
thoughts, emotions, and behaviors are oriented towards repairing the physical attachment that was 
severed by death. 
  
Yes, the person rationally knows this isn’t possible, but I guess the parts of the brain preoccupied with 
habits, routine, love, attachment, and yearning have some catching up to do. So, the grieving person 
continuously reaches for their loved one in vain. You don’t have to agree with everything in the Four Phases 
of Grief to agree that searching for deceased loved ones is a real experience, especially in the early days 
of grief. 
  

http://www.whatsyourgrief.com/
https://whatsyourgrief.com/bowlby-four-stages-of-grief/


It’s hard to explain this “searching” to people who haven’t experienced it because it isn’t just a matter of 
looking around for the person and finding they’re not there. Instead, searching, in this context, means doing 
all sorts of things to try and repair the physical attachment – like seeking out sights, sounds, smells, people, 
and places that remind you of the person. Sometimes you get so close that for a split second, you honestly 
think you’ve managed to cross the void. But then, once again, your loved one is gone. It’s like they’ve 
picked up the phone, said “hello”, and the signal cuts out. 
  

As you might expect or relate to, this experience is more than just sad; it’s tormenting. It’s a bait and switch 
of the worst kind. For a second, you’re that kid in the grocery store who thinks they’ve found their parent, 
only to look up and find something dark, strange, and unfamiliar. For many people, the consequence of 
this unfulfilled searching is repeated feelings of loss, hopelessness, and despair. Because over and over 
again, they are reminded that nothing – no sight, smell, sound, or dream – will ever bring the person back 
again.   
 

Do we ever stop searching? 
 

I think the natural next question is, do we ever stop searching? I honestly don’t have an answer, but that’s 
because the tendency to search evolves differently for people over time. One theory that we particularly 
like posits that, though we may always seek connection with deceased loved ones, eventually we accept 
that a physical connection isn’t possible and instead establish a psychological connection. 
 

This psychological connection often takes the shape of thinking about a loved one, talking to them, carrying 
on their legacy and traditions, and other continued bonds. It also often provides the grieving person with 
the comfort of knowing that they’ve established a psychological bond that no amount of time or distance 
can destroy. 
 

That said, I’d be remiss if I didn’t mention how hard it can be to get to a place where you feel comfortable 
and secure in your psychological connection. This bond does not exist on a higher, more sunny, plane 
than your grief. Rather, it exists in the same place as it. Your grief and your continued bond are two sides 
of the same coin. This means that you have to live with the knowledge that there’s often a 50/50 chance 
you could feel either comfort or grief (or both!). 
 

To quote one of our theorists from above, Colin Murray Parkes, “The pain of grief is just as much a part of 
life as the joy of love; it is, perhaps, the price we pay for love, the cost of commitment.” 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/07481180590923689
https://whatsyourgrief.com/grief-concept-care-continuing-bonds/


TELLING THEIR STORIES 
By Tanya Lord  ©The Grief Toolbox 
 

There are many different reasons and purposes for telling our grief story. Telling our story is important for so 
many reasons but understanding why we are telling it helps us to formulate the story for that purpose and to get 
the reaction that we are wanting from telling it. There are three basic reasons that we tell a story and as we 
move through grief these reasons may change. 
 

1. We tell our story to understand that it is real. 
The death of someone we love is so intensely painful and the details around the death are forever 
imprinted on our minds. We remember the tiniest detail and we find ourselves wanting to tell it again 
and again. We tell details about the cause of death, the things that went right and the things that went 
wrong.  In the telling we ask why and what if and maybe we should have. Sometimes we tell it with the 
odd feeling that maybe telling it this time the ending will be different. At this time intertwined with our 
stories are all of our raw emotions. We are trying so hard to understand how something so 
unimaginable.  We don’t need others to do anything but sit and listen and absorb the details and the 
pain. We may find ourselves telling people that we have just met, in a store or on an elevator details 
about our loss. We have no greater purpose but to tell it over and over. 

 
2. We tell our story to connect with others.    

There is a shift that comes in time where our story becomes a way to connect with others. We share 
our story to find others with similar experiences. We want to know that we are not alone in our grief and 
pain. We want to know that there are others that have had similar losses so that we can learn and share 
with them. We also use our stories to reach out to others to let them know that we understand because 
we are also on the grief journey. The stories start to contain details about our loved one their interests 
and passions in life. We want others to know them through us and we seek to introduce them to people 
who understand. Our grief journey becomes intertwined at this time in sharing the loss, our love for them 
and we also share how we live without them. We may share our stories in writings on websites, blogs 
or Facebook. There may be emotions, but they are not as raw. Our goal is to connect, to not feel alone 
and to make sure that others know that they are not alone. 

 
3. We tell stories to make a difference and to honor them. 

At some point we may decide that the story of our loved one’s life and death needs to be shared for the 
purpose of making a difference, to individuals or entire countries. These stories focus on why the person 
died and what message can come of it. Mothers Against Drunk Drivers was founded on such a story. 
Laws, medical practice and societal norms have been changed by tragic stories being shared. 
Individuals have taken different paths in life after hearing the stories of our loved ones. There is a lot of 
power in these stories, but there are some things to keep in mind when planning to tell them either 
verbally or in writing.  

 
These include: 
  

• Make the message simple and directly related to your story. Try not to cloud the message with many 
details that pull people’s attention away. 

• Anger has a part in grief but not in trying to make a point. It is easy to dismiss someone who is angry; 
the message is not being listened to because the anger is in the way. If you are looking for things to 
change anger, bitterness and blame will not help. 

• You may want to tug on heartstrings but not so much that the focus is more on your personal loss than 
the issue. It is the best when we can personalize the situation to your loved one but still clearly tell the 
message of change. 

• Remember who the audience is and plan accordingly. What is going to move them the most about your 
story? 

• Finally know that your story will touch, move and inspire the people it is meant to, and sometimes we 
will not know who they are. Share your message, gently with everyone. 
 

Whatever the reason for wanting to tell their stories we can embrace all the wonderful resources available for 
doing so. Share your stories on websites or blogs. Submit them to magazines and journals or apply to speak to 
larger audiences at conferences or in workshops. In sharing their story, I hope that you find peace, 
understanding and purpose.   

https://thegrieftoolbox.com/users/tanya-lord


Please Join us in St. Louis for the National Gathering Conference! 
 

 
 

To learn more about the conference CLICK HERE:  2021 Gathering Registration Packet  
 

To register for the Gathering  CLICK HERE: 2021 Gathering Registration Form  
 

To register for the hotel,  CLICK HERE:  Le Meridien St. Louis Clayton Hotel  

 
Join us for a weekend of hope, healing, support and understanding as we remember our children, 
siblings and grandchildren together. 
 
The Gathering Conference is a three-day event with keynote speakers, workshops, meals, 
entertainment and memorial ceremonies all designed to help bereaved parents and their families 
realize that they are not alone in their grief. Our annual Gatherings have been praised as wonderfully 
meaningful experiences, life-changing in many ways. Participants come away feeling refreshed and 
revitalized, better informed about the grieving process, more aware of hope and promise and affirmed 
by meeting new friends who travel the same path. 
 
Le Meridien is a newly renovated, 4-star hotel designed to accommodate gatherings like ours, 
including clean, comfortable rooms, spacious conference facilities, a modern fitness center, a roof-top 
pool and a first-class restaurant. The hotel is offering special room rates to Gathering attendees. Visit 
our website to book your hotel room at the discounted rate and to register for the Gathering 
Conference. www.bereavedparentsusa.org  
 
Known for its iconic arch, a must-see attraction, St. Louis is a vacation destination of national 
prominence, with many sightseeing adventures to enjoy. Consider planning a family vacation in 
conjunction with the Gathering. After spending special time honoring and remembering your loved 
one, treat yourself to a mini get-away and explore life on the Mississippi in this bustling, modern 
“Gateway to the West.” 

https://www.bereavedparentsusa.org/2021-Gathering-Registration-Packet-FINAL-final.pdf
https://fs26.formsite.com/d1qbkm/ft9pyumpsk/index.html
https://www.bereavedparentsusa.org/annual-conference/annual-gathering-conference/
http://www.bereavedparentsusa.org/


Sneak Peek at the Gathering Workshop Offerings 
 

 

 
 

Visit our Facebook page for up to the minute Gathering news and 
information:  https://www.facebook.com/BPUSAfamily 

https://www.facebook.com/BPUSAfamily


THE BITTERSWEET BALM OF FATHER’S DAY AS 

A BEREAVED DAD, AND HOW YOU CAN HELP 
By Jayson Greene 
 
This weekend will be Father’s Day. As a bereaved parent, 
I both dread the day and quietly long for the recognition it 
brings. I am a father, after all, to one child still here and 
one who is not, and to receive acknowledgment for that is 
a balm. It is, of course, a torment of sorts.  
 

For those who have lost children, these holidays can be 
particularly trying times — their social media feeds will be 
flooded with picture-perfect representations of families and 
their children. Many turn their phones off on these days, 
unable to expose themselves to the drip-feed of other 
people’s happiness. As Mother’s Day is for mothers of 
children who are gone, these holidays often find us 
succumbing to our darker feelings — simmering anger, 
envy, self-pity, depression. 
 

Four years ago, my daughter Greta was killed by a falling brick on the Upper West Side. The accident was 
freakish, a perfect storm of negligence and timing. She had been such a powerful little person, a force to 
be reckoned with even at 10 months old. Whether it was putting on socks, walking upstairs, or brushing 
her teeth — which consisted only of wetting a toothbrush and sucking off the water, over and over, until I 
gently pried it from the iron grip of her toddler fingers — Greta radiated unconquerable certainty. She was 
sure of herself, of who “Greta” was, and this world seemed to exist for her benevolent conquest. I still 
cannot imagine that energy, so happily invincible, being snuffed out so quickly and unceremoniously. It is 
the part of the loss that still leaves me gasping, years later. 
 

Ever since that freak accident, I have become acutely aware of what it means to feel expelled from the 
society of parents, one that I felt I had worked so hard to join. In the weeks and months after Greta’s death, 
I felt an awful need to walk up to parents — complete strangers — and inform them that I, too, had once 
been a parent. I resisted, but the words burned in me as if I had shouted them. Children’s laughter, once 
the happiest sound in the world, became oddly mocking, even cruel, in my ears. I would walk past a young 
girl, maybe 7 or 8, attempting a barefoot cartwheel in the grass and watch her flop over, laughing, and feel 
nothing but bitterness. Everywhere I went I saw parents with daughters slightly older than Greta — they 
were either reminders of what I missed or visions of what I missed out on. 
 

Anyone who has lost a child has a complicated relationship to the notion of “luck,” but I am deeply aware 
that in many respects my wife and I are impossibly fortunate. We have a son, Harrison, born 15 months 
after his sister died. Therefore, Father’s Day is very different for me than it is for other bereaved parents, 
for whom the choice to have another child is often not even an option. But even for us, it is a balancing act 
— despite visible evidence, I remain a father of two. 
 

There is an absence in my life that is ever-present, and she is named Greta. On days when other families 
post selfies of their clamoring children and their quarreling siblings, her absence becomes more vivid to 
me than ever before. 
 

So what to do, and, most importantly, what to say? I have been asked this question, by too many well-
meaning and kind souls to count. What do you say to a friend or loved one suffering from grief over a lost 
child, particularly on days such as Father’s Day? I am no grief expert, so I will quote one: “Above all, grief 
must be witnessed.” These are the words of David Kessler, an author and public speaker on grief who 
runs workshops across the country. I was lucky enough to meet David early on in our grief journey, and in 
following his lead and in meeting many other bereaved parents I have learned some truths. 
 
First of all: No matter the intensity of the pain a grieving parent may feel, the pain of invisibility is worse. 
When grieving a child, you learn early to live within the vast cognitive dissonance that is your life. You 



become an expert at distinguishing between kinds of pain. There is good pain, and there is bad pain, and 
the only good kind of pain comes from acknowledging your child’s existence. Do not be afraid to speak the 
name of a deceased child for fear of causing the parent pain. Their name was given to them in love, it was 
spoken in love, and to speak it is to strike that joyful note again. There is nothing that parents love to talk 
about more than their children. That never changes, even when the child is no longer here. The worst and 
loneliest thing a grieving parent can feel is the suspicion the world has forgotten their child. Speak the 
child’s name; you may bring tears to that parent’s eyes, but they will be at least partly of gratitude. 
 

Individual parents grieve in individual ways, of course. Just as with love, each of us has our unique way of 
expressing ourselves. But while the names we give the feelings inside vary from person to person, the 
feelings themselves do not, at least not much. Every grieving parent you know is probably a little sadder 
than usual on Mother’s Day, or Father’s Day. Or Christmas, Hanukkah, or Halloween. Their wounds feel a 
little rawer, their grief a little more palpable. Do not be afraid of them, or their grief. Do not worry that you 
are going to hurt them further by acknowledging them; they are already in pain. Tell them that you see 
them. Tell them that you love their children. 
 

Perhaps you do not need to wish them a “happy” Father’s Day. But perhaps, if you feel moved to do so, 
you could wish them a peaceful one. 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

18 THINGS I WISH SOMEONE HAD TOLD ME ABOUT GRIEF 
by Lisa K. Boehm   https://www.lisakboehm.com  
  
Up until the day my 17-year-old daughter died, I hadn’t experienced intense grief. I had lost elderly 
grandparents, whom I felt sadness for, but never have I experienced grief that rips your heart in half and 
nearly tears your family apart.  While it is a fact that none of us will live forever, death always comes as a 
shock whether it follows illness or happens suddenly. Before we lost Katie in a car accident, I had all kinds 
of pre-conceived ideas about what grief was all about. Like most people who haven ’t endured the pain of 
losing a child, I think I had it all wrong. 
 
Here are 18 things I wish I had known:  

1. Grief is not five neat, little stages that has an end point. It’s more like a bowl of spaghetti that is 
confusing, ugly, and messy. 

2. Grief is for life. I will love Katie forever, therefore I will grieve Katie forever too. While my grief may 
change with time it will always be with me and a part of me.  

3. Grief is painful – REALLY painful. It hurts physically just as much as it hurts emotionally. Symptoms 
can range from chest pain to body aches, and exhaustion. This can last a very long time. 

4. Guilt, anger, and fear are normal feelings. So are bitterness, jealousy, and blame. Just be cautious 
of lashing out at others, especially your spouse or immediate family member. Likely they are just as 
broken as you are and lashing out can push people away and destroy relationships.  

by%20Lisa%20K.%20Boehm%20%20%20https:/www.lisakboehm.com
by%20Lisa%20K.%20Boehm%20%20%20https:/www.lisakboehm.com


5. Your old self is gone forever. I’ve often said that child loss is like an amputation. I have learned to 
live my life in spite of my loss but there is a part of me that is gone forever. I have learned how to 
breathe, exist, and continue without my daughter. It’s like learning everything over again. 

6. Healing, or managing grief, isn’t linear. It doesn’t get a little bit better each day. Grief comes in waves 
and sometimes it may feel like you are right back to the day your loved one died. 

7. There is no right or wrong way to manage grief. We are all unique in our personalities and our coping 
mechanisms, therefore our grieving will be different too. Although you may not agree or understand 
someone else’s ways, try to be respectful. 

8. You are not going crazy. It may feel like you are, but this is a normal feeling when it comes to grief 
because everything feels out of control, including our feelings. 

9. Questions like ‘why’ or ‘what if’ are unanswerable. No matter how much time you spend trying to 
figure these things out, you will not. As hard as it is, we must learn how to live with ‘what is’ knowing 
we will never have those answers. I admit this might be the hardest part. 

10. People will say the dumbest things. Guaranteed. Death makes people awkward, so they end up 
saying things that will make you crazy. I have gotten through this by acknowledging that no one sets 
out to hurt us. People just don’t know what to say because they don’t know our pain. I remind myself 
that I probably said some heartless things before I lost Katie and try to give people some grace.  

11. All the ‘firsts’ after loss will knock the breath out of you and it’s not always the big days likes 
Christmas or birthdays. Sometimes it can be hearing your child’s favorite song for the first time or 
going to the shopping mall without them for the first time. 

12. The seconds and thirds and fourths....continue to be hard. I thought this part would get easier 
because I had the firsts behind me. I was wrong.  

13. Let people help you. Again, people say and do things that will make you shake your head but truly 
most are walking on eggshells around us, not knowing how to help us. Before the phone rings or 
someone asks, have a list ready of helpful tasks they could do to help you. 

14. There is no such thing as closure or being ‘healed’. We don’t wake up one day and say “there, now 
I’m done grieving.” I know some people don’t like the word ‘healing’ either but it’s the word I use 
because to me it’s a reflection of working on my grief even though I will never reach an end point.  

15. Triggers are everywhere and so unpredictable. Some things may really hurt one day and be more 
tolerable another day. This is normal. 

16. It's ok to laugh and do things that make you smile. The first time this happens you may catch yourself 
off-guard and feel guilty. I know I did. But please try not to feel guilty. I truly believe this is what our 
children want for us.  

17. The question "how many kids do you have?" will bring you to your knees the first time you are asked. 
If you haven't already encountered this, prepare now. Say what feels right for you. I always answer 
two. I answered 'one' only once. I felt so horrible afterwards, so I always say 'two' now. If the person 
asks about ages or wants to know more, I will say that my daughter is in Heaven now. It's an answer 
that feels right for me. Take a few minutes to prepare what you will say because it will come up at 
some point. 

18. Connection with other bereaved parents is a must, whether it is online or in-person. No one can ever 
know exactly how you feel unless they have endured the loss of a child. Reach out, talk, hug, share, 
cry, and maybe even laugh. 
 

Despite all that I have learned, I am learning more every day. I'm so glad that I have others to walk with. 
We are in this together… 

_ 
 

 


